
Here’s the thing, it’s really hard when you’ve done oodles of courses, workshops and “things”.. to nail your bio, your “about” and not to mention it’s hard to spruik your own
fancy self. You feel like a bit of wank because you don’t always see yourself that way. 
 
It’s hard to know what to hone in on and what to say. 
 
It feels like you have a finger in every pie and passionate about all the things, so how in the world do you go about putting it together in a solid business model that
still allows you to be fluid and creative in it? 
 
Here’s another thing, you can’t wing content creation…. Well you can however it’s much more effective when you have a purpose. 
 
I’ve tried both options over 13 years online. 
 
What to say when, how to stop overthinking what you write or say and just say it. 
 
It all feels REALLY frigging important but you just can’t seem to find the words or get your head around what do to do first in your business and offering, how to put it
all together in a way that lights you up and doesn’t limit you nor feels like you’re cloning someone else. 
 
THIS IS MY JAM. 
 
I see a part of you that you don’t see, 
 
I know how to use my magick to unleash yours. 
 
I weave my words to make you sing. 
 
We create the most beautiful, honouring and practical business model for you. 
 
It’s important you have the framework to hold you so you can fly. 
 
So you know the direction you’re flying. 
 
To ensure you don’t get caught up in a different flock!
 
It’s important ensure your nervous system will sustain you and grow with you!
 
·     We will meet together weekly where we will create in the quantum field and capture it all. (We will have two integration weeks)
·     You will have voice support for those questions, thoughts, guidance and brainstorming. 
·     You will have a complete business model, bio, about page and outline for content creation moving forward. 
·     Alignment, integration and embodiment of this soul mission in your body. 
·     You will receive intuitive guidance.
·     Soul support. 
·     Practical business advice. 
·     Quantum Mystery. 
·     Actionable content. 
·     Accountability.
 
2021 will be VERY different for you. 
 
66 days. 
+ Wicked Creation.
+ Real, complete content ready to go. 
+ Outline and a plan. 
+ Framework. 
+ Plus all the Mystery and Soul Support. 
+ Weekly one on one session’s, eight in totally. (With two integration weeks) 
+ Voice support, Monday to Friday. 
 
$2222. (payment plans available)

I have had the pleasure of guiding many epic humxn’s with this over the past 23 years. Global brands, leading influences in the spiritual- sexuality & personal development
realm so you hare in good hands! 
For me this is nourishment, creation and mysticism at its most potent intersection. Focused
time and energy on you, your soul and your service!

All my love,

Renée xx


